
ANDAZ ART INSTITUTE 
BY OLGA TRČKOVÁ,
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH DSC GALLERY



We would like to introduce you to a series of informal discussions 
about investment in art and passion for collecting, prepared by 
leading gallerist Olga Trčková, owner of one of the best Czech 

galleries - the DSC Gallery. 

All classes will take place in the inspiring environment of the Andaz 
hotel, which soon after its opening became part of Prague’s cultural 
life. The course will reveal the rules of the art world to you. You will 
discover how to navigate it and the hottest trends from Berlin and 
London, where Olga imports the artists she exclusively represents.

 You will also learn to be aware when buying works of art.  
The series of lectures comes with many bonuses. You will be able to 
visit the studios of influential artists, and at the same time, Olga will 

introduce one up-and-coming artist of the young generation at each 
lesson. It is ideal to attend the entire series of sessions. Although the 

classes are not subsequent, it is best to follow the whole series to gain 
a comprehensive insight into art and collecting. 



COLLECTING ART:   
PASSION, INVESTMENT AND MUCH MORE

This guide to contemporary art is an insider’s and informal compass for all aspiring art collectors. 
No prior knowledge is required; the series is intended for absolute beginners. It will reveal the 

secrets of successful collectors, with whom the influential gallerist Olga Trčková works, and show 
what inspires them. You’ll learn how to start building your remarkable art collection. 

An experienced gallerist will advise you on recognizing a talented artist or securing access 
to the most demanded works. She will introduce the global art scene to you and, based on 

personal knowledge, describe the pains and joys connected to collecting art. She will guide you 
through the most exciting collections. Thanks to accurate observations and objective advice, this 
course is an indispensable aid for all lovers of contemporary art who are thinking about starting 

a collection for their children, for example. 



An adventure called  
‘Art collecting’ 
(+ a young artist’s introduction)

20. 2. 2023
 
• What drives the collectors
• What art collecting brings to you and  
 what it brings to established collectors
• When collecting becomes an obsessioní
• The desire to share, form an “elite club”  
 with other collectors
• The pleasure of owning art
• How to build a great collection 

Where to get the funds for this? 
(+ a young artist’s 
introduction)

15. 5. 2023
 
• Buying works by emerging artists
• How to develop a collection with limited funds?
• How to shop like a professional,  
 how to get insider information
• Speculation in the art market and how not to  
 be its victim

Personal taste and insight  
(+ a young artist’s 
introduction)

13. 3. 2023
 
• The importance of personal taste
• Knowing how to look
• How to develop a relationship with art  
 (even the one you don’t understand or like)
• Shocking art, art that is meant to offend us  
 and everything related
• How to gain confidence in galleries and museums
• How to arrange paintings in your home

The intricacies of the art market 
and how to not be misled 
(+ a young artist’s introduction)

26. 6. 2023
 
• The international art market
• Gallery representation, the role of the gallery  
 in the artist’s life, the primary and secondary market
• Supply and demand
• The influence of prominent collectors
• Forgeries and the world around them
• Everything about biennials and art fairs 

Everyone wants to collect  
contemporary art 
(+ a young artist’s introduction) 

3. 4. 2023
 
• Art and luxury
• The online contemporary art market
• NFT - bubble or real investment?
• How to spot a remarkable work of art
• Conviction purchases
• Intellectual development - your extra bonus  
 on top of it all

Art and Money/ 
Money and Art 
(+ a young artist’s introduction)

28. 8. 2023
 
• Price as an indicator of artistic value
• Art as a commodity
• Trends in the art market with emphasis on  
 London, Berlin and New York
• How to ensure access to the best
• How to shop smart
• Different approaches to investing in art
• The pros and cons of art as an investment



Artist studio visit  
(On location away 
from the hotel)

25. 9. 2023
 

Christmas art lesson 
v DSC gallery (On location 
away from the hotel)

4. 12. 2023
 

Sum up I. – How to know your 
way around the art market  
(+ a young artist’s introduction)

16. 10. 2023
 
• The gallery scene today - Prague, Berlin, London, NY
• Admiration of the new
• Collecting established artists
• Collecting emerging Artists
• Getting to know the flagship galleries
• A good exhibition in a bad gallery
• Studio visits - an alternative way of  
 exploring the artist’s work
• Fairs, auctions, emerging artists at auction
• Knowing when to stop

Sum up II – How to build a great 
collection + a bonus  
(+ a young artist’s introduction) 

13. 11. 2023
 
• Collection Specialization
• Theme or conceptual framework 
• Patronage and philanthropy
• Erudite opinions – collect with your eyes not your ears
• Lucky hit
• Praise for curiosity
• The best benefit - establishing personal relationships   
 with artists
• What to learn from artists



The price for the course is 4 900 CZK or 990 CZK for one lecture. 

To register send us an e-mail at concierge.prague@andaz.com – the concierge  
of Andaz Prague hotel will send you a payment link and register you.

Debate about passion, art and investments with Olga Trčková.


